Event Record Sheet

Event #1:
How much force do you think you used to push your ball the first time?

A little ------ Some ------ A lot

Using this much force, my ball stopped....

Before the target ----- At the target ----- Beyond the target

In comparison to mine, my partner’s ball....

Didn’t go as far as mine ------ went as far as mine ------ went further than mine

Write a statement comparing the amount of force you used and your partner used.

How did the amount of force you used in your second roll compare to the amount of force you used in your first roll?
**Event #2:**
Pulling the scooter with a rope was similar to Oscar the Cat pulling the branch because......

**Event #3:**
The teacher’s roll bounced off of the wall and stopped

Before the target ----- At the target ----- Beyond the target

To have it stop closer to the target, my teacher needs to

Use more force ----- use less force.

In my first try at this event, my ball

hit the wall and stopped further than the target

hit the wall and stopped short of the target

hit the wall and stopped in the target